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LAUBACH LITERACY NB
The staff and volunteers of Laubach Literacy New Brunswick (LLNB) are
committed to working in partnership to face the challenge of adult literacy in our
province. The need for our programs and services is increasing every day and
there is great opportunity for the individual and collective impact to have
significant effect.
LLNB Vision
To excel at changing lives by improving adult literacy
LLNB Mission
To provide programs which improve the literacy skills of
adult learners.
LLNB Core Values
• We recognize that literacy is a basic social value.
• We recognize the right of all New Brunswickers to improve their skills, to access
learning opportunities and enjoy a better quality of life.
• We believe that it is the right of the learner to receive a consistent quality
service.
• We offer learning plans that are contextually relevant to a learner’s goals.
• We will maintain consistent literacy training standards and behave in all
matters in a way that trust is preserved.
• We value the dedication and responsiveness from all LLNB volunteers and staff.
• We engage with trusted partners and supporters to achieve our purpose.
• We seek the perspectives of our stakeholders in the development of programs
and services.

A LONG HISTORY OF SERVICE
Laubach Literacy New Brunswick (LLNB) is a non-profit charitable organization that
helps adults improve their reading, writing, math, & other life skills. The Laubach
Literacy method – Each one, teach one – has been in Canada since the first tutor
training workshop was held in Lunenburg County, NS in 1970. The first Laubach Literacy
Council was established in Saint John in 1975. After more than a decade of pioneering
work, Laubach Literacy New Brunswick was established in 1981.
LLNB Leadership
The Board of LLLNB determines the organizations strategic direction and priorities, and
monitoring its operational finances and activities in relation to the defined strategy.
Board committees are formed as needed to provide advice/support for the
organization’s operation/administration or for short-term projects.
LLNB is staffed by a full-time Executive Director. This position reports to the Board, is
the public face of LLNB, and is responsible for all operational aspects of the
organization, including marketing & fund development. A part-time volunteer
coordinator was hired this year to to provide continuous support to our team of
volunteers which includes all LLNB affiliated councils throughout the province.
Literacy Councils
LLNB tutoring services are delivered throughout the province by affiliated Councils.
Each Council has its own volunteer board to govern the actions/interests of the Council
in that area. They are funded in part by grants from LLNB.
Councils are currently located in the following areas: Bathurst, Miramichi, Moncton,
Fredericton, Saint John, St. George, North Carleton (Florenceville).

Each One Teach One
In 1930, Dr. Frank C. Laubach was a
missionary among the Maranao people
of the Philippines. Concerned about their
poor living conditions, he realized the
ability to read and write was essential for
them to begin solving their problems.
From 1935 to 1967, Dr. Laubach took his
adult literacy work to 105 countries—
creating reading lessons in 315
languages. He founded Laubach Literacy
International in 1955. That organization
still exists and is now known as
ProLiteracy.
In 1963, his son, Dr. Robert Laubach,
started New Readers Press, which
became part of Laubach Literacy in 1967.
New Readers Press is now a leading
resource for adult literacy materials with
more than 400 titles available for adult
learners and teachers, including the
nation’s oldest news source written in
plain English, News for You.

LITERACY IN NEW BRUNSWICK
Definition: Literacy is the ability to read, write, speak and listen – as well as to use numeracy
and technology – at a level that enables people to express and understand ideas and opinions,
to make decisions and solve problems, to achieve their goals, and to participate fully in their
community and in wider society.
In 2005, the results of the International Adult Literacy Skills Survey (IALSS) said more than 50%
of New Brunswickers aged 16 and older are at Levels 1 and 2. That represents approximately
300,000 people in our province. Based on the skill level definition below, there are
approximately 85,000 adults in New Brunswick at Level 1, 54% of whom are employed; and
173,000 adults at Level 2, 64% of whom are employed.
• Level 1: have few basic skills and great difficulty with text
• Level 2: have limited skills and cannot read well. At this level, the individual can only deal
with material that is simply and clearly laid out.
• Level 3: have a basic skill level but may have problems with more complex tasks. This is
considered the minimum skill level for successful participation in society.
• Levels 4 and 5: have high levels of literacy, with a wide range of reading skills and many
strategies for dealing with complex materials. Individuals at this level can meet most reading
demands and can handle new reading challenges.
In other words, any adult below Level 3 literacy and numeracy skills has a tough time getting
through the day. The average for numeracy and problem solving is just below Level 3. Only 45 of
100 adults in Canada aged 16 to 65 can do everyday arithmetic and understand the numbers in
printed materials.

Age Range of LLNB Learners
16 - 30 years of age
31 - 50 years of age
50+ years of age

MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
This has been an exciting but challenging year for Laubach Literacy New Brunswick, as we moved forward and
put into practice our new Operational Plan. This meant some significant changes to how we operate, but they
have allowed us to improve the quality of service we provide to both our learners, tutors and volunteers.
One of the areas we identified last year that needed greater support was in managing our volunteer
relationships. Not only LLNB but all of its affiliated councils throughout the province rely on volunteers to
carry out its programs and services. We need to ensure we are providing all volunteers with the support they
need to do their roles.
To that end we hired a part-time Volunteer Coordinator. This new role works collaboratively with the
Executive Director to ensure a robust volunteer management program, to increase the supports available for
tutor and learner recruitment and help develop a sustainable infrastructure for LLNB programming.
Over the last year, our Executive Director has asked the councils and the board to think about what the future
for LLNB looks like and what sort of organization we want to be. I have been surprised but very inspired by the
responses we have heard. Words like bold, innovative, creative, adaptive kept coming up again and again.
Over the course of this year we will be working as a board and with our councils to develop our next strategic
plan – and I expect it will look very different to what we’ve done before. Now, more than ever, thanks in part
to Covid-19, we have to be all those things if we are going to continue to support our learners.
I am proud of the way LLNB team and our councils have responded to the crisis. What was supposed to be a
pilot project this year became our first line of service with the launch of an online adult learning app for
literacy. This is available not only to those already registered with our councils, but to the public at large who
may not have considered learning with us before.
As we move into 2020/21, I am again inspired by vision of our staff and the support of our councils who
continuously look for ways to improve New Brunswick’s literacy outlook.
Gregory MacLean
LLNB President
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Reaching Our Goals
In January 2019, our board approved an operational plan that took the aspirations of our strategic plan and set them out
into clear and achievable goals. It also allowed for the opportunity for change when we saw opportunities that we wanted to
act upon, and for adaptation when the world changed around us, like with Covid-19.

GOAL #1 – Explore opportunities to use technology to reach learners
We identified and began a soft launch of a new online learning program from ProLiteracy
called Learning Upgrade. This application is available for phones, tablets and computers
and uses Laubach training materials for its core development.
The Learning Upgrade app includes more than 900 sequenced lessons. English Upgrade
courses include lessons on phonics, decoding, vocabulary, grammar, writing, listening, and
more. Math Upgrade courses include lessons on fractions, per cents, statistics, word
problems, geometry, algebra, and more.
The Learning Upgrade curriculum includes engaging songs, videos, games, and rewards
that encourage all learners to achieve mastery. Each lesson provides practice problems
accompanied by immediate intervention and remediation with multimedia supports.
Students can repeat lessons until they master them, earning a gold certificate when they
become proficient in each of the standard’s benchmarks.
A pilot occurred in the fall of 2019, with the board approving a more robust launch to all
councils in 2020. With the advent of Covid-19, this application became our first-line of
service, rolled out to all councils with additional training and hand—on support provided by
our team.

GOAL #2 – Identify improvement opportunities to deliver training
• Until last year, our tutor training program was a 20-hour, in-person program that was held most often over two weeks. While it
was comprehensive and robust, it also had a significant drop-our rate as volunteers were often unable to make arrangements to
spend that much time in training. Over the summer of 2019, the Executive Director worked with Post-Secondary Education,
Training and Labour to re-develop current training modules on the Edmodo Online Education Program to support Laubach
Literacy Tutor Training. The revised online training modules were launched in September, and reduced the in-person training
requirements down to six-hours.
• Developed a monthly virtual-council meeting for tutor coordinators and an active online forum for tutors to share best
practices, successes and challenges with one another.
• Developed a monthly online continuing education training based on needs brought up in the virtual council meetings, such as
learning disabilities, social media, learner assessments, and council metrics.
• Redeveloped the resource list in order to offer our
traditional resources, as well as new tutor tools including
digital versions of our councils favourite workbooks and
new ‘fiction’ books, including graphic novels, for learners
at various reading levels.
• Developed a quarterly digital newsletter that includes
updates from LLNB as well as other opportunities for
continuing education.
• Recruited a number of key volunteers from the regions
who will be trained as tutor trainers to ensure we can
quickly onboard tutors as needed in each region.

GOAL #3 – Increase Awareness of LLNB in the Community
• Using funds received from Moncton’s 100 Men who Care, LLNB continued to use the video screens in Tim Horton locations
across the province to air a short, 15-second video. The video showed in nearly 200 locations across the province for two weeks
in October and again in February. It was played on average 4 times an hour during each two-week span, nearly 170,000 times
per campaign.
• In 2019, we redeveloped all of our promotional materials, which were then distributed to the councils, including a series of
promotional rack-cards (themes included students, seniors, industry support and general adult learners)
• LLNB developed a new Key Message document that could be used for any community engagement opportunities.
• LLNB participated in a number of online giving promotions such as Giving Tuesday and the Great Canadian Giving Challenge.
• This winter we also implemented a social media
plan that touches on various themes each month
and celebrates literacy events across the province
and nationally.
• Developed an online event in January called the
20-day Reading Challenge. Participants were
encouraged to read for 20 minutes a day, for 20
days and report on their progress.
• Finally, we redeveloped our website to ensure our
program messaging was clear and concise. It also
offers our councils without their own web
presence a place to promote their services.

GOAL #4 – Develop a Comprehensive Grant/Fund Development Plan
• Bookstravaganza – the really big, really good, really fun charity book sale continues to be LLNB’s biggest fundraiser, raising
nearly $30,000 in its sixth year. Funds raised from this year’s event will allow LLNB to move forward with special projects not
covered otherwise by its government funding, including new technology, promotions, and additional council supports.
• In 2019, LLNB partnered with NBCC Moncton and the Robertson Institute for Community Leadership to hold its first Gala Dinner
Event. The Innovation Dinner was held at NBCC and attracted a varied audience who came to experience the culinary delights
prepared and served by NBCC students. The event raised nearly $10,000 toward the Learning Upgrade Pilot Program.

• Part of LLNB’s fund development plan includes keeping strong
social media presence and participating in national online
fundraisers, like Giving Tuesday and the Great Canadian Giving
Challenge. We also continue to be raise funds through our
website link to CanadaHelps.org and through Facebook giving
opportunities.
• This winter our board approved the purchase of a
subscription to Grant Advance. Nearly 70 per cent of all
Community and Family Giving Foundations in Canada do not
advertise or promote their presence. Services such as Grant
Advance are a database service that gives those looking to
raise additional funds access to these Foundations. Though
we did not know it at the time, this service will become more
vital to us in 2020 as our Fundraising Event opportunities are
expected to be greatly diminished due to Covid-19.

GOAL #5 – Foster Excellence in Staff/Volunteer Relationships
This was an area of great concern to us. LLNB is only as strong as
its councils and we are dedicated to ensuring that our councils
have what they need to implement literacy programming and
services in their community.
Our single biggest advancement in this area was the hiring of a
Volunteer Coordinator. We specifically looked for someone who
was comfortable with technology, knowledgeable in the provision
of training and able to support community engagement. The
Volunteer Coordinator leads the monthly virtual-council meeting
for tutor coordinators and oversees the online forum for tutors.
She also develops the monthly online continuing education
training, recruiting speakers based on council requests.
We reviewed our training resources this year, looking to find
and provide those which were most valuable to our councils,
ensuring they have some of the latest resources for tutors, including additional supports for those working with learners for whom
English is not their first language. We also looked at what resources our learners may want to read and included on our resource list
for the first time a series of graphic novels geared toward new readers.
Over the last year we have also engaged our councils in discussions regarding the image and brand of Laubach Literacy New
Brunswick, and where we need to go to stay relevant in the future. This is part of the framework for our next Strategic Plan and will
also help us to determine what changes we may need to make in our Affiliated Council Agreements so that we are providing the
support to councils that they need. This is a collaborative process which began this spring with our needs assessment survey but will
continue throughout 2020.

BECOME A TUTOR
Literacy tutoring involves:
•
•
•
•

Preparing learning plans for each student;
Preparing lesson plans for each session;
Tutoring a student on a one-on-one basis;
Monitoring the progress of the student and
reviewing such progress with the Tutor Coordinator;

• Maintaining and communicating data on learner
progress and hours worked; and
• Taking part in meetings and training as required
Our tutors help adults learners (16 years of age and
older) within the province of New Brunswick to improve
their basic literacy skills (reading, writing, speaking and
listening). They may also help them improve their
numeracy, problem-solving and general life skills.
Traditionally this has been done in-person using printed resources, but over time this is changing. Tutors may also be needed to support
learners using new online technologies, by telephone and/or by videoconferencing.
Every LLNB Tutor is required to make a commitment to ensure confidentiality regarding student participation in LLNB programs as well as the
content of specific learning sessions. All LLNB tutors will be provided training prior to being matched with a tutor.
LLNB Councils provide a safe and respectful working environment. Tutors and learners will work, usually at third-party locations such as
libraries, in facilities that are conducive to learning. Tutors and learners are required to undergo a background check and complete the intake
process to ensure safety and compatibility.

BECOME AN LLNB VOLUNTEER
Just because volunteer work is unpaid does not mean the skills you learn are basic. Many volunteering opportunities provide extensive training or
offer the chance to learn a new skill or hone a craft. There are a wide range of volunteer opportunities at Laubach Literacy NB and through their
affiliated councils.
Special Events
Most LLNB affiliated councils hold awareness events throughout the year and are looking for volunteers to assist. This may include
administration, marketing, social media, and customer service. This year marks the 6th annual fundraising book sale ‘Bookstravaganza’ for LLNB,
which would not be possible without the dozens of volunteers who collect, sort and organize books for the sale during September and October!
Board/Governance
Volunteering for the Board of LLNB or one of its affiliated
councils gives you the opportunity to practice important skills
used in the workplace, such as teamwork, communication,
problem solving, project planning, task management, and
organization. Board members are as important as staff
positions to a non-profit organization and are highly
competitive so have your resume ready to apply.
Third-party Fundraising Events
Show your independence and altruism by organizing your own
event to support LLNB or your local Council (this is called a
third-party event). You could run a garage sale, a carwash – the
possibilities are only limited by your imagination. In addition to
raising money for a good cause, organizing this type of event
shows initiative, drive and management skills. Please let the
council know what you are planning so they can provide
support, if able.

ACCOUNTABILITY
Revenue
Laubach Literacy New Brunswick (LLNB) receives a significant amount of its funding from the
Department of Post-Secondary Education, Training and Labour (PETL). From that funding, LLNB
disperses more than $20,000 to its Affiliated Councils through a grant application process. Each
year, LLNB reports to PETL how those grants were dispersed (to which Councils) and how they
were utilized.
At the beginning of 2020, Council Grants were awarded to READ Saint John, the Moncton Regional
Learning Council, the Miramichi Literacy Council, Adult Literacy Fredericton, Inc. and the Bathurst
Literacy Council. The funds requested go toward projects/services that will engage new learners,
attract/retain tutors, improve brand recognition, and increase community partnerships.
In addition, LLNB is required to report to PETL semi-annually its registration data including
demographics, and learner progress data. We take the privacy and confidentiality of our learners
seriously - no personal identifiers are ever provided to PETL or to our Board.
Government funding helps to support our core services, including:

Gov't Funding
Private Donations
Events

Expenses

Training – tutor training, continuing education, equipment, books and resources.
Service Delivery – volunteer management and support, material development and distribution,
recognition, quality assurance, and capacity building.
Council Support – tech support, policy/process development, continuing education for board
members and tutor coordinators
Recruitment and Communications – website development and support, development and
distribution of promotional materials and advertising.

Training
Council Support
Fundraising

Service Delivery
Recruitment
Administration

FINANCIAL SUMMARY
LLNB’s leadership carefully
monitors the organizations
revenue and expense to
ensure the organization’s
needs and goals can be met
in a financially responsible
way that maximizes the use
of donor dollars. LLNB
adheres to generally
accepted accounting
standards for not-for-profit
organizations and complies
with Canada Revenue
Agency’s requirements.

On March 11, 2020, the World
Health Organization declared
the Coronavirus COVID-19
(COVID-19) outbreak a
pandemic. This has resulted in
significant financial, market and
societal impacts in Canada and
around the world.
The ultimate duration and
magnitude of the COVID-19
pandemic’s impact on the
Laubach Literacy New
Brunswick’s operations and
financial position is not known
at this time. These impacts
could include a decline in future
cash flows relating to grants,
fundraising and donations.
Subsequent to the year-end,
the organization’s annual grant
from the Province of New
Brunswick was approved
allowing the organization to
continue to support literacy and
numeracy for adults throughout
the Province of New Brunswick.

Note: Restricted Funds
The organization has chosen to
set aside certain funds for
designated projects only to be
released and/or revised upon
approval of the board. These
includes funds to support the
database redevelopment
project, the Peter Sawyer
Scholarship Fund and an
operational reserve.

Laubach Literacy New Brunswick
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